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ABSTRACT:A popular way of providing land coverage maps of the Earth's surface is classifying remote sensing
images. Synthetic aperture radar data are used more frequently compared to other types of data, since they are
independent of sunlight and highly focus on atmosphere conditions. In this study, two sets of data were used for
algorithm implementation and results evaluation. The data include simulated and real data. Algorithm is first
implemented on simulated data and results are evaluated, next, the real data undergo the same process. Both data sets
have undergone different classifiers implementation with regard to features, land coverage maps have been provided,
and results evaluated and compared. To classify simulated data, two images and their reference land are used as
training data and test data. K-nearest neighbour and support vector machine have been used for this purpose.
Ultimately, with regard to their reference land results are evaluated.This method’s accuracy for simulated data, not
taking GLCM tissue feature into account, was 98.76%, and 99.24% when taking GLCM tissue feature into account.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Classifying land coverage especially in urban areas is one of the leading synthetic aperture radar and pre-processes in
automatic detection of land cover classification of remote sensing images.
Further, mapping, meteorology, identifying targets, and environmental scanning also need satellite images
classification. Both supervised and unsupervised classification methods are used for remote sensing images. Providing
accurate and up-to-date land coverage information is quite vital in urban management.
SAR can assist urban management in gaining accurate information, as a modern method capable of shooting in
different atmosphere conditions and in day and night.
Some related previous studies and methods are:
Qi et al. (2012) adopted 66 features of Radarsat-2 satellite images for land coverage classification in object-oriented
analysis, and their results showed improved classification accuracy compared to common methods.
Maghsodi et al. (2012) suggested non-parametric and class-based feature selection methods for non-parametric and
class-based feature selection from among 58 primary parameters in forest classification. They showed that feature
selection significantly increases classification accuracy compared to Wishart classifier and SVM with complete feature
set, but has not been used here because of urban environment complexity.
Maghsodi et al. provided a new method for Hotelling-Lawley as a new test statistic for change detection in multiperspective polarimetric radar images in 2014. In this method, text classification has been presented for classifying
polarimetric radar images with synthetic aperture. Ultimately, this method showed 16%, 11%, and 7% accuracy
improvement compared to Wishart, Wishart-Markov, and SVM, respectively.
Maghsodi et al. in 2015 proposed a method for improving classification of urban areas using radar polarimetric data
and multi-purpose improvement methods. In the method proposed NSGA-II multi-purpose improvement algorithm is
used as the search tool, and two-class support vector machine SVM and ANFIS neuro-fuzzy inference system in the
evaluation stage.
In the method proposed in this article, SVM classifier and K-nearest neighbor have been used for classifying land
coverage. The accuracy of the method for simulated data, not taking GLCM tissue feature into account, was 98.76%,
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and 99.24% when taking GLCM tissue feature into account. Classification accuracy for Quebec real data, regardless of
tissue feature was 85.12%, and 89.46% with the tissue features considered. The classification accuracy for San
Francisco Bay real data, regardless of texture was 91.76 percent, and 93.46 percent were taking tissue feature into
account. Results show employing GLCM tissue feature increases the classifier accuracy.
II.

METHODOLOGY

Introducing the flowchart proposed:
As mentioned above, two sets of data are used in this study for algorithm implementation and results evaluation. To
classify real data three SAR images are used; one as the training data and the other two as test data.
Like simulated data, KNN and SVM classifiers, and to train them first and second type features have been used. Since
these data lack reference land, an FCM clustering algorithm has been used to cluster training data, and a number of
samples have been chosen from each cluster for classifier training. After training the classifier, two images on
evaluation are given to the classifier and classified. In the end, results of this classification will be compared to those of
its FCM classifier and estimate classifier accuracy on real SAR data. It is vital to note that since FCM results have been
used instead of reference land, in the evaluation phase the same results should be used to estimate classifier accuracy.
Methodology flowchart is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: methodology flowchart
Introducing Fuzzy C-means(FCM) algorithm
FCM is an accepted method in image classification due to its great features for recognizing clusters and data security,
missing in hard classification methods like k-means. FCM attaches pixels to classes using fuzzy membership function.
Assume X=(x1, x2, …, xn) is an image with n pixels that want to be clustered in C clusters. Function J is the objective
function defined for FCM.
1: : J = ∑

∑

u

x −μ

In which uij is the membership level of pixel xi from the ith cluster and m is the fuzzfier determining the fuzziness in
each part, located in [1 - ∞). Membership function and category centers in each level are updated through the
following:
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2: u =
(

)

∑

∑

3: μ = ∑

FCM is sensitive to noise and other image artifacts. Further, if classes are assigned to each pixel based on the light
intensity distribution, the algorithm will be extremely sensitive to light intensity changes. To solve this, some preprocesses are done to make the image smoother.
Image classification:
Here, through extracting proper statistic features and using proper classifiers, the area’s images are classified and the
urban areas detected. In this project SVM classifier and k-nearest neighbor are used. Features used to train these
classifications are divided into two groups of type one and type two features.
Feature extraction:
Type-one features:
Type one features show the level of similarity of a gray degree. Type one statistical features can be extracted using
brightness intensity histogram. These features are gained through some mathematical calculations on the image. Type
one features provide information about manner of gray levels distribution, but not the status of gray levels to each
other. Mean, variance and standard deviation are used type one features.
Type-two features:
Type-two features are expressed as texture features. Texture features provide important information about the structural
status of an image parts and their relationship with other parts. Image texture and how to use its features are discussed
further.
Classifier:
SVM classifier:
This classifier is a method for detection and identification of data based on cloud plate boundary, so that the cloud has
the greatest distance from the adjacent data. Assuming linear separability of the clusters, the cloud acquires a page with
maximum margin to separate clusters. In cases where data may not have linear separability, mapping the data into a
bigger space can help separate them linearly in this new space with bigger dimensions. Generally, SVM is a two-class
classifier. For multi-class problems, the problem is divided into a number of two-class problems. Then the outputs are
combined and a multi-class problem is solved. For this purpose a combination of one for one, and one against the rest
classifiers are used.
KNN classifier:
One of the simplest types of classifiers is KNN. If the class of feature vector f is to be determined, first, the classes of K
to the nearest vectors training data to vector f are considered, and then the class with the highest number of dependent
vectors is chosen as the class depending on f.
Results evaluation
In this section results of KNN and SVM classifiers with different kernels, taking into account the type I and type II
features (tissue features) for two sets of simulated and real data are presented. Energy statistical parameters, contrast,
homogeneity, and correlation have been used for this purpose as type II features.
Simulated data:
In this study, two simulated images with dimensions of 256 × 256 are used. Since SAR images contain speckle noise,
speckle noise with specific signal to noise ratio were added to the images. These images include three classes. In Figure
3 SAR simulation data has been shown to with the signal to noise ratio of 20 decibels (db), train classifier with the
reference land.
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A
B
Figure 3: simulated SAR image to train the classifier. A: SAR image, B: land
In Figure 4 SAR simulation data has been shown with the signal to noise ratio of 20 decibels (db), o train classifier with
the reference land.

A
B
Figure 4: simulated SAR image to train the classifier. A: SAR image, B: reference land

Results of simulated image classification without the use of tissue features
In this section, with the training data reference land availability, some samples are extracted from each class as training
samples to train the classifier. 5% of class 1, 5% of class 2, and 20% of class 3 are used. Then the system is trained
using type I features that are mean, variance, and standard deviation. Next, evaluation data are classified using this
system, and with the available land use, classification accuracy is measured. KNN and SVM classifiers with different
kernels are used. Since the addition of speckle noise to simulated images is random and by each time adding noise to
the picture, a different picture is presented, the algorithm is run ten times under SNR = 20db, and the average of results
is calculated.
The accuracy of these classifiers is calculated by comparing their results with reference land. The results are arranged
in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3: Classification accuracy of simulated data without the use of tissue features
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Diagram of classification accuracy of simulated data without the use of tissue features is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Diagram of classification accuracy of simulated data without the use of tissue features
As demonstrated, SVM classifier with RBF kernel function has achieved the best accuracy in this case. The resulting
classification map is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Map of SVM classifier with RBF kernel function without the use of tissue features for simulated data
Results of simulated image classification with tissue feature taken into account
Here, tissue features are also used for system training. Like before, 5% of class 1, 5% of class 2, and 20% of class 3 are
used. Both types of features are used to train the system. Then the evaluation data are classified using this system, and
with the available land reference classification accuracy is measured. Energy statistical parameters, contrast,
homogeneity, and correlation have been used as features. These features were calculated using GLCM matrix for each
window. Tissue extraction window size is considered 5 × 5, vector distance with a radius of 1 and direction of 0 and
180, and the gray levels in the third area. KNN and SVM classifiers with different kernels are used here too. The
algorithm is run ten times under SNR = 20db and the mean of results is calculated. The accuracy of these classifiers is
calculated through comparing their results with reference land. The results are arranged in Table 2-4.

Table 2-4: simulated image classification accuracy with tissue feature taken into account
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Diagram of classification accuracy of simulated data with the tissue feature taken into account is shown in Figure 7.
Map of SVM classifier with linear kernel with tissue feature taken into account for simulated data is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Diagram of classification accuracy of simulated data with the tissue feature taken into account

Figure 8: Map of SVM classifier with linear kernel with tissue feature taken into account for simulated data
In figure 9 classifiers accuracy with and without the features are compared. As demonstrated, GLCM tissue features
have improved accuracy.

Figure 9: comparison of classification accuracy with and without the features for simulated data
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Real data:
In this study, three SAR real data available on earth.esa.int website have been used. The data were extracted using
PolSARpro application on the website. Training data is from Niigata urban area in Japan. The image is 1200x1200
pixels in terms of dimensions and contains urban areas, land coverage, and river. The related Pauli image is shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10: Pauli image of Niigata
The first test data is from Quebec in Canada, whose Pauli image is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Pauli image of Quebec
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Figure 12: Pauli image of San Francisco Bay
The other test data used here was of San Francisco Bay. Its Pauli image is shown in Figure 12. Due to absence of
reference land in these data, training data are clustered using FCM at first. The data are divided into three separate
clusters and each cluster gets a label that shows the land coverage (water, plant, and city). Then some samples are
selected from each cluster.
5% of class 1 (water), 1% of class 2 (plant) and 5% of class 3 (city) are used. Further, two images of evaluation are
given to the system and classified. In the end, results of classification are compared to the results of FCM clustering
and the classifier accuracy on real SAR data is calculated.
Since FCM results are used for classifier training, the classifiers FCM results are used for accuracy estimation.
Results of real image classification without use of tissue features:
In this section, only type I features are used for classifier training. Different classifiers with different kernels have been
used to this end. Land coverage accuracy of these classifiers is estimated through comparing them with FCM image
clustering results.

Table 2-5: Quebec image classification accuracy without use of tissue features
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Table 2-6: San Francisco image classification accuracy without use of tissue features

As observed, SVM classifier with degree 3 polynomial core function has gained the highest accuracy for both Quebec
and San Francisco Bay images.
The land coverage map provided by this classifier is shown in Figures 15 and 16.

Figure 13: Quebec image classification accuracy diagram without use of tissue features

Figure 14: San Francisco image classification accuracy diagram without use of tissue features
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Figure 15: SVM classifier land cover map with the nucleus of a polynomial function of the third degree without the use
of texture features for Quebec image

Figure 16: SVM classifier land cover map with the nucleus of a polynomial function of the third degree without the use
of texture features for San Francisco image
Results of real image classification with tissue feature taken into account
Here, tissue features are used for system training alongside type I features. Energy statistical parameters, contrast,
homogeneity, and correlation have been used as features. These features were calculated using GLCM matrix for each
window. Tissue extraction window size is considered 5 × 5, vector distance with a radius of 1 and direction of 0 and
180, and the gray levels in 8 areas.
KNN and SVM classifiers with different kernels are also used. The land coverage accuracy of these classifiers is
calculated through comparing them with FCM clustering results.
Table 2-7 and Table 2-8, respectively, show results for Quebec and San Francisco. Accuracy diagram of the three
classes and total accuracy are shown in Figures 17 and 18.
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Table 2-7: Quebec image classification accuracy with tissue feature taken into account

Table 2-8: San Francisco image classification accuracy with tissue feature taken into account

As demonstrated, SVM classifier with linear kernel has achieved the highest accuracy for Quebec and SVM with RBF
kernel function for San Francisco. The resulting coverage map is shown in Figures 17 and 18.

Figure 17: Quebec image classification accuracy diagram with tissue feature taken into account
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Figure 18: San Francisco image classification accuracy diagram with tissue feature taken into account

Figure 19: SVM classifier land coverage map with linear kernel, taking into account the tissue features for Quebec
image

Figure 20: SVM classifier land coverage map with RBF kernel function, taking into account the tissue features for San
Francisco
Total accuracy of these classifiers with and without the features are compared and results are shown in Figures 21 and
22.
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As demonstrated, GLCM tissue features have improved accuracy and maps enjoy higher consistency in showing land
coverage.

Figure 21: Total accuracy of classification with and without the features for Quebec image

Figure 22: Total accuracy of classification with and without the features for San Francisco image
III.

CONCLUSION

In this study performance of the suggested GLCM tissue feature extraction method for classification was evaluated. To
do so, the two simulated SAR and real SAR data sets were used.
The two simulated data were used as one training data and one test data. Speckle noise of 20 db was added to them.
With their land reference available, some samples of training data were used to train the classifier and then tested on
evaluation data. Since the addition of speckle noise to images is random, the algorithm is run ten times and the mean of
results was calculated. Results showed that using GLCM tissue feature lead to accuracy improvement.
Three real SAR images were also used to evaluate the suggested method’s performance on real data. One of these
images was used to train the classifier and the other two for evaluation. Due to absence of reference land in these data,
training data are clustered using FCM at first and then samples are chosen.
After sample selection, the classifier was trained with type one and two features (tissue features) and tested on test
images.
To evaluate the accuracy of the suggested method the land coverage maps were evaluated with their FCM results, since
the system was trained with FCM clustering results in the training phase. For real SAR data, too, results showed
improved land coverage map accuracy using GLCM tissue features.
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